
 Do you remember the last time you cried and held onto a swell of tears in your eyes until 
they overflowed onto your face? What inspires you can also be what emotionally stimulates you.  
 

 
 

 Sitting in the openly warm air of Kingston, Jamaica, I figured out that a small taste of the 
Jamaican culture in 2.5 hours led me to fall deeply in love. For a time, I was forward facing the 
athletes participating in the 35th Special Olympics Games of Jamaica.  The excitement on their 
faces was enhanced by their recognition of one another’s achievements in sport and character and 
their interest in each aspect of the opening ceremony, speech after speech.  I was invited to 
experience this wonderful event from my dear friend, a Jamaican native.  My connection to the 
Special Olympics organization is only now beginning, but my journey for understanding 
individuals with diagnosed disabilities began when my first born was 3 years old.  We were 
interested in enrolling him for pre-K and it was only a few weeks into looking for a school that we 
were confronted with the possibility he had autism.  This story isn’t necessarily about my son, but 
I think many people get involved in extracurricular activities that interest them based on personal 
experiences.  His diagnosis as high-functioning autism spectrum disorder meant I needed to learn 
quickly about how his development may be limited by his diagnosis, and most importantly, I 
wanted to know how to protect him from the misperception that his diagnosis would suddenly 
eliminate the genius, fun-loving human he was at heart. 
 
 Coming from the United States, Jamaica first appeared underdeveloped, especially when I 
focused on the aesthetics of buildings and common roadways off the path of major toll-roads.  
However, I quickly learned that their adaptation of a worry-free mindset is the gold mine their 
mountainous region is built on.  I believe if this mindset were something more frequently held by 
people I know, including myself, life would appear less burdensome.  Having Faith is important, 
but the incredibly misguided belief is that having Faith requires religious belief.  I love the Lord.  
But I have Faith in things other than God.  For example, humanity, kindness, and myself.  And 
yes, I believe that each of these is a derivative of understanding God’s love and gifts to us while 
we exist, but they are also able to stand alone in theory.  
 
 What I learned from Special Olympics of Jamaica is that Faith in the spirit of inclusion 
provides a gateway to ensuring the odds against individuals with disabilities aren’t just addressed, 
but changed.  As I listened to Jamaica’s community leaders, I heard brief but concise statements 
of resiliency and passion.  I was one of many being asked to use my words to inspire others and 
make everyone recognize they are special, but especially those who are immediately written off as 
having a lesser chance of survival and success because of their disability.  One dignitary prompted 



this thought: if we don’t give the resources that are needed to these children, do we really give 
them a fair chance to try?  
 
 I’m not certain where the money or time will come from for me to immerse myself into 
this organization and the volunteer work that is available, but I am certain God chose this trip for 
reason, and I need not understand.  My life’s purpose is greater than just building a successful law 
firm.  My family needs me.  But I feel needed in Jamaica too.  I have Faith the energy and time I 
need will come from my heart which is a purely altruistic one.  
 
 While I was in the mountains of Montego Bay, I was shown the childhood home of my 
dear friend.  Of all meaningful moments had in my 32 years, seeing this directly across the street 
was as if God was asking me to see just how purposeful He is in directing my life’s path: 
 

 
 
 I’ve returned to the United States with a renewed vision for my life’s journey, and based 
on how emotional I am when I consider the beauty of my trip to Jamaica, I cannot possibly be 
reading the signs wrong. Looking forward to a life of fulfillment is vastly different today than 
before I left America.  But isn’t that what seeing other parts of the world is for?  I am inspired by 
the warmth of Special Olympics Jamaica.  I want the children to know I see them for who they 
are, not what their diagnosis represents. I want to transform an autism diagnosis into purpose that 
can impact the lives of many kinds of deserving people, including those living abroad.  I don’t 
want to just teach my son how to succeed beyond his diagnosis, I want to show him.  Because for 
at least as long as he is a child, his diagnosis is also mine.  I only pray that I may use my heart the 
way God intended, and spread some love where it is needed. 
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